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 Implementation of a new technology usually affects the economy indices such as 

production costs and employment. Nanotechnology is attracting considerable 

investment by both governments and private industry worldwide. Advanced 

nanotechnology is able to streamline and reduce manufacturing costs in various 
significant ways. Although the implementation of nanotechnology can influence the 

economy through several ways, the present paper focuses on its impact through 

production process. To do so, it is attempted to measure the effects of implementation 
of nanotechnology in manufacturing process of different products on the production 

costs and labor force employment. Another result of nanotechnology implementation 

considers the high quality of its products. It is generally concerned with producing new 
and/or improved materials. In addition to many high-quality products at very low cost, 

nanotechnology will allow making new nano factories at the same low cost and at the 

same rapid speed. Apart from many ad hoc characteristics such as durability, hardiness 
and strength as well as non-harm environmental effects of nano-products that are 

related to the quality of nano-products, implementation of the nanotechnology has a 

considerable effect on the production procedure as well. It is expected that the 
implementation of this phenomenon leads to a new relationship among the production 

factors. Environment and mining are two other problems that more compact, 

cheapmanu facturing allows improvements to be deployed rapidly at low cost. Nano-
products can be prepared and applied with cost effective and will conduct electricity at 

a higher rate than it is currently possible. It can also bring down the farm production 

costs through prices and more efficient use of inputs like water, fertilizer nutrients to 
the plants, and eliminating wastes. There are also many other researches such as those 

that reported nanotechnologies reduce production cost through more effective use of 

inputs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In this century, people have witnessed the emergence of a new phenomenon so called nanotechnology in 

different parts of their lives. With respect to the level of changes, apparently it would be the cause of the next 

world economic revolution that would affectall aspects of people's lives. Since this phenomenon started in the 

last decade of the20th century, it is too early to judge the results of its implementation in any part of theirlives 

perfectly. However, a few aspects of the results can be anticipated. The implementation of 

nanotechnologyaffects the production process. Thus, due to these effects, it seems this phenomenon leadsto 

several changes in our economic and social affairs.Among these effects,decrease in the production cost and the 

employment rate generally takeinto account two positive and negative results of implementation of a new 

technology. 

 Although this study did not find any previous research on nanotechnology implementation in production 

process in economicresources, considerable studies were found on the impact of a new technology on 

theproduction cost in economy.Benefits can be obtained by reducinginefficiency and extending new 

technology.While reduction in production cost due to implementationof a new technology may bring pleasure 

for people, reduction in job creation may lead tosome concern about raising the unemployment rate. The present 

study attempts to investigate theresults of technological changes on abovementioned variables in the economy.  
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2. General Overview of Nanotechnology: 

 Nano is the prefix that refers to a one billionthof a quantity in many sciences like physics. Since dimensions 

of an atom are about 10nano-meters, this prefix is popular in studying atoms and molecules as well. Nano was 

coined by Richard P. Feynman’s classic talk at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society at 

theCalifornia Institute of technology in 29
th

December, 1959. Later, Feynman’s idea was followed by Eric 

Drexler. This attempt has been continued by others; thus, the carbon tubes as the first products 

ofnanotechnology were obtained in 1991. Then, several products have been generated through nanotechnology 

implementation inthe food products process, clothes, transistor motors and in many other goods andservices. 

Although the uses of these products are not popular today, many countries do investment on this 

phenomenon.Simply, nanotechnology is the engineering of functionalsystems at molecular scale and is used to 

build things bottom up, with atomic precision. The main difference ofnanotechnology in comparison with other 

technologies lies in materials scale and structure of thistechnology. Thus, nanotechnology is in relation with the 

production process which has an importanteffect on implementation of this phenomenon.Nanotechnology vastly 

improves the manufacturing process. This improvementleads to reduce the production cost of commodities. 

Therefore, like a computer thatcan make unlimited copies of data files with little or no cost, nanotechnology 

isexpected to producegoods as cheap as the copying of files. In fact, this is why it is sometimes seen asthe next 

industrial revolution. 

 Experts predict positive changes as technologies designed to eradicate poverty, improve health, and extend 

lifespan – along with game-changing molecular nanotech and advanced artificial intelligence – merge into our 

everyday life as we are approaching the 2020s.In “The Post-Scarcity World of 2050”, futurists Stephen Aguilar-

Millan, Ann Feeney, Amy Oberg, and Elizabeth Rudd explain how future technologies will reduce costs and 

eliminate production expenses, and how this trend will challenge our capitalist business models, concepts, and 

assumptions developed over the past 200 years.The fundamental assumption of scarcity in businessenables 

producers to charge for goods and services and generate revenue. In the upcoming post-scarcity world, advances 

in a faster, more automated Internet, robots armed with strong artificial intelligence, and molecular nanotech 

which can create labor-free goods made from cheap resources will decrease costs until most of today products 

and services become free to consumers. 

 

2.1 Molecular Nanotechnology: 

 The primary technological goal of molecular nanotechnology (MNT)is to build one of the key enablers, 

namely the assembler that is a system capable of manufacturing materials and complex structureswith atomic 

precision, positioning nearly on every atom in the desired location. Starting with a generic feedstock (such as 

methanol), this general purpose machine would, in theory, manufacture any precisely defined object that could 

be built from stable arrangement of the feedstock atoms. Potential fabricated products would include most solid 

objects made from cars, chairs, and computers. At least, new materials could be made from nanostructure ultra-

strong, light, and low cost materials. It is quite likely that these new products would contain embedded 

computers, actuators, and power sources, so they could be programmed by their designers to have desired 

behaviors.  

 This first assembler will most likely be a crude device that its purpose to demonstrate that molecular 

nanotechnology is feasible and helpsto build a better device. This can start the field on a Moore’s law type of 

improvement pathway.A related concept is the semiconductor “learning curve” in which increasing volume 

allows manufacturing costs to decrease as the manufacturing process matures. This occurs because process 

variables are more carefully controlled and other economies of scale reduce the unit cost. To reach the desired 

type of learning curve, we must make a product of commercial value that cannot be economically made in 

another way. For rapid progress, the manufacturing system must be capable of being improved by the same 

products itmanufactures. A semiconductor manufacturing plant cannot manufacture itself; hence, the cost of a 

semiconductor production line increases with each generation and becomes more and more unaffordable. A 

well-designed nanotechnology manufacturing plant should not suffer from this problem, since it will use the 

same technology and techniques used in manufacturing other goods. 

 One aspect of nanotechnology refers to making autonomous devices which carry their own onboard 

computers, power sources, actuators, and sensors. The tiny robots might carry the body which is fighting 

disease, or patrol the food crops recognizing and destroying pests. They might act as road surfaces, 

automatically repairing damage, while joining the nationhighway system in a vast grid of solar power generators 

(each device could be a solar cell and a road-building robot).While expected to lead to a huge market, this 

technology is extremely advanced. The design trying to build such autonomous devices is unprecedented and, 

like the nanocomputer, should not be seriously attempted until feasibility of MNT assemblers is proven. Clearly, 

MNT is a technology that will dramatically change most industries.  
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2.2 Advantages of Using Nanotechnology for Energy Sector: 

 The most advanced nanotechnology projects related to energy are storage, conversion, manufacturing 

improvements by reducing materials and process rates, energy saving, and enhanced renewable energy sources. 

A reduction of energy consumption can be reached by better insulation systems, by use of more efficient 

lighting or combustion systems, and by use of lighter and stronger materials in the transportation sector. 

Currently, used light bulbs only convert approximately 5% of the electrical energy into light. Nanotechnological 

approaches like light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or quantum caged atoms (QCAs) could lead to a strong reduction 

of energy consumption for illumination. Thus, 10% reduction in global consumption or saving $100 bill is 

expected per year. 

 Coalfired power plants can significantly increase operating efficiency and reduce energy costs affordably 

and immediately by utilizing nanotechnology based on coatings for both insulation and corrosion control. 

Energy costs can be reduced by approximately 10% to 25% depending upon application, and based upon both 

real world applications and independent testing. Due to the heat intense processing, costs of coal-fired power 

generation facilities stand to gain benefit from substantial decreasing in energy efficiency by reducing the 

heat/energy loss for those processes. The bottom line is that new technology can convert formerly fixed energy 

costs to manageable. Allowing power plants to lower energy costs and significantly improve profit margins. Our 

direct to metal product High Heat is perfect for such energy solutions while bringing corrosion prevention and 

moisture resistance to the table as well. 

 

3. Use of Nanotechnology in Industry: 

 The following section explains some of the uses of nanotechnology in industry.  

 

Aerospace: 

 Lighter and stronger materials will be of immense use to aircraft manufacturers leading to an increased 

performance. Spacecraft will also benefit when weight is a major factor. Nanotechnology would help to reduce 

the size of equipment by decreasing fuel-consumption required to get airborne. Hang gliders may be able to 

halve their weight while increasing their strength and toughness through the use of nanotech materials. 

Nanotech is lowering the mass of supercapacitors that will increasingly be used to give power to assistive 

electrical motors for launching hang gliders off flatland to thermal-chasing altitudes. 

 

Construction: 

 Nanotechnology has the potential to make construction faster, cheaper, safer, and more varied. Automation 

of nanotechnology construction can allow for the creation of structures from advanced homes to massive 

skyscrapers quickly and at a very lowcost. The use of nanotechnology in construction involves the development 

of new concepts and understanding of the hydration of cement particles and the use of nano-size ingredients 

such as alumina and silica and other nanoparticles. The manufactures also investigate the methods of 

manufacturing nano-cement. If cement with nano-size particles can be manufactured and processed, it will open 

up a large number of opportunities in the fields of ceramics, high strength composites and electronic 

applications. When materials becomenano-sized, the proportion of atoms on the surface increases relative to 

those inside and this leads to novel properties. Some applications of nanotechnology in construction are 

described below.  

 

Nanoparticles and steel: 

 Steel has been a widely available material and has a major role in the construction industry. The use of 

nanotechnology in steel helps improve the properties of steel. The fatigue leads to the structural failure of steel 

due to cyclic loading, such as in bridges or towers. The current steel designs are based on the reduction in the 

allowable stress, service life or regular inspection regime. This has a significant impact on the life-cycle costs of 

structures and limits the effective use of resources. Extra copper of nano-particles reduces the surface un-

evenness of steel which then limits the number of stress risers and hence fatigue cracking. Advancements in this 

technology using nanoparticles would lead to increased safety, less need for regular inspection regime and more 

efficient materials free from fatigue issues for construction. 

 

Agriculture: 

 Applications of nanotechnology have the potential to change the entire agriculture sector and food industry 

chain from production to conservation, processing, packaging, transportation, and even waste treatment. 

Nanoscience concepts and nanotechnology applications have the potential to redesign the production cycle, 

restructure the processing and conservation processes and redefine the food habits of the people. Moving 

agriculture into greenhouses can recover most of the water used by dehumidifying the exhaust air and treating 

and re-using runoff. Additionally, greenhouse agriculture requires less labor and far less land area than open-

field agriculture, and provides greater independence from weather conditions including seasonal variations and 
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droughts. Greenhouses, with or without thermal insulation, would be extremely cheap to build by 

nanotechnology. A large-scale move to greenhouse agriculture would reduce water use, land use, and weather-

related food shortages.  

 

Environment: 

 Nanotech, if used properly, has the potential to decelerate environmental degradation. The factors using 

environmental degradation include greenhouse gases, de-forestation, excessive water use, and vehicular 

emissions. Since nanotech can produce several different materials by using simple abundantly available material 

such as carbon and hydrogen, it is possible to significantly reduce mining operations. This will lead to soil 

conservation, and conservation of energy. Manufacturing technologies that pollute can also be replaced by 

nanotech products, progressively. In general, cheap manufacturing allows improvements to be deployed at lower 

costs. Improvements in storage of solar energy with nanotech are likely to reduce ash, soot, hydrocarbon, and 

CO2 emissions.  

 

Improved Medicine: 

 Molecular nanotechnology will impact the practice of medicine in many ways. Medicine is highly complex, 

so it will take some time for the full benefits to be achieved, but many benefits will occur almost immediately. 

The tools of medicine will become cheaper and more powerful. Research and diagnosis will be far more 

efficient and allowrapid response to new diseases such as engineered diseases. Small, cheap, numerous sensors, 

computers, and other implantable devices may allow continuous health monitoring and semi-automated 

treatment. Several new kinds of treatment will become possible. As the practice of medicine becomes cheaper 

and less uncertain, it can become available to more people.  

 

 Improved Transportation: 

 Lighter materials will make air and space travel more economical. Today, most airplanes are made from 

metal despite the fact that diamond has a strength-to-weight ratio over 50 times that of aerospace aluminum. 

Diamond is expensive and it is not reflective enough to take into any shapes. Nanotechnology will let us 

inexpensively make shatterproof diamond (with a structure that might resemble diamond fibers) in exactly the 

shapes we want. This would let us make a strong Boeing 747 that its unloaded weight was 50 times lighter. 

Today, travel in space is very expensive and reserved for an elite few. Nanotechnology will dramatically reduce 

the costs and increase the capabilities of space ships and space flight. The strength-to-weight ratio and the cost 

of components are absolutely critical to the performance and economy of space ships: with nanotechnology, 

both of these parameters will be improved.Nanotechnology will also provide extremely powerful computers to 

guide both the ships and a wide range of other activities in space.  

 

4. Case Study: ABB Company: 

 ABB has identified nanotechnology as an important area in its R&D activities. Considerable effort is being 

made to investigate and implement the advantages of nanotechnology in ABB product development. ABB is the 

recognized the leader in power technologies. Research and development in this area is focused on making more 

benefits in parts such as industry and economy.  

 ABB Corporate Research initiated its nanotechnology program in 2000. The program involves 20 scientists 

and the largest group is situated in Vasteras, Sweden. Budget spending last year was 18 million SEK (approx € 2 

million) and the global program manager is Thomas Liljenberg. The key programmeof this company is the 

detection of the huge potential andcommercial benefits of nanotechnology. Peter Isberg, one of the key players 

in ABB nanoprogramme says that we work with a focus on products that are basically about materials, and as 

nanotechnology is an enabling technology, it provides us with the tools to design new materials as well as new 

surfaces. He also states that we work with big things or products, but this really does not make a difference 

because nanotechnology can be a functional part of a product as it changes the performance of the product and 

may well at times result in totally new products. The programme is closely linked to the producing ABB 

companies and is managed with a very distinct business focus.  

 ABB has a global laboratory running four research programs to support the development of power 

technologies. The power devices research area works on current interruption and limitation. Utility systems deal 

with system-specific research and development issues for customers. The nanotechnology research program is 

critical to the development of surface structures and material parameters, not only for power technology devices, 

but also for specific applications. Another program focuses on sustainable development and the related life cycle 

assessment of ABB products.  

 The last three years have seen a tremendous surge of interest in nanotechnology. Research, development, 

investment and patent activity have all experienced double-digit growth rates. Global governmental funding in 

2002 topped the $2 billion mark, and a similar amount was invested by private enterprise around the world. In 

all, some 100 investment firms were active in the field in 2002. It is becoming obvious that nanotechnology is 
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an enabling technology that will impact a wide range of disciplines: electronics and computing, materials and 

manufacturing, energy, transportation, medicine and defense. The challenges, opportunities and rewards are 

great and, by participating in the nanotechnology community, ABB can take advantage of the huge potential for 

technological advance and business impact. 

 This is why, in 2000, ABB launched its nanotechnology research program. This program follows the 

development in nanotechnology, secures technology transfer from the scientific community to ABB, and finds 

ABB business opportunities. The program strategy is to focus on nanotechnology areas which are less exploited 

and have direct relevance to ABB, like electro technology, nanocoatings and nanosensors. The strategy is to add 

new or improved functionality based on nanotechnology solutions to our existing business. The program is 

biased towards applications rather than material development, which should be carried out in collaboration with 

universities or subcontractor.ABB considers two aspects of nanotechnology: electro technology, nanocoatings.  

 

5. Conclusion: 

 It was concluded that the world would observe some massive changes through the popularity of 

nanotechnology in future. Out of its changes in the level of consumption and the quality of commodities or 

environmental effects, nanotechnology will have some positive and negative effects on the social and economic 

aspects of our life through production process. Similar to any new technology it seems that the implementation  

ofnanotechnology will  lead to a change in the structure of labor force and the quality of capital stock. On the 

other hand, it is anticipated that the implementation of nanotechnology will need more technical labor. Thus, it 

is recommended the future studies focus on the structure of labor force and new jobs that may be created due to 

this new technology. In the next decade, 2 million new jobs will be created by nanotechnology.It will be 

anticipated that by 2014 the percentage of manufacturing output will reach to 15% by nanotechnology products.  
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